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      TENDER NOTICE 

Sealed Quotations in TWO BID SYSTEM (Technical & Financial) under separate envelope are 

invited on behalf of Director IISER Mohali for the following items{With each sample}and along with 

EMD money by DD /Banker Cheque/ FDR/ Bank guarantee for Rs 18000/- and tender fee of Rs 500/- 

(separately non-refundable) in favour of the Registrar, IISER Mohali, so as to reach us latest by 

10.03.2016 before 1pm & will be opened on the same day at 4pm. in the presence of tenderers, if any :- 

 

Sr Description Qty 

01 STUDY TABLE SPECIFICATIONS 
The Study Table integrated with an overhead book shelf is made of CRCA pipe and CRCA sheet, pre-

laminated MDF Board processing the following specifications: 
1. Size of Study Table must be 3'.5” L x 2'.6” H made up of CRCA sheet 0.8mm thick, 25x50x1.2mm square pipe 

constituting the support system of the table, overhead storage and integration of both. 
2. The Table top must be ISI marked 18mm MDF board, one side laminated, front side post formed and the 

remaining three sides are protected with 2mm thick PVC lippi8ng fixed with hot melt glue. 
3. The table must be equiped with a metal drawer with the side of outer body 12”W x 18” Dx 12” H. The drawers 

should moves on ball telescopic slides 350mm. The body of the drawer made up of CRCA 0.6mm thick. 
4. Lock- six lever. 
5. Handles to be of SS. The bookshelf to be located 18” above the table, the space between the bookshelf and table 

top to be claded with pre-laminated ISI marked ply 12mm thick. 
6. Provision of holder for bulb/CFL underneath the bookshelf be given. It should be completely shorouded from 

the eyes of reader to prevent glare. 
7. There should be a leg rest made of CRCA pipe 25x50mm of 1.2mm thickness. 
8. The legs should be equipped with nylon grommetes to prevent scratches on the floor. 
9. The swing door must be of unit having size of 12”x15” made up of 1mm CRCA sheet. 
10. Overhead Storage of size 42”x22”x12” [wall mounted] is to be covered from sides, back and top. The storage 

cabinet should be framed to maximum durability. The rack should be made from 0.8mm thick CRCA sheet with 2 slots the 

tip being 10” height and bottom being 12” height. The 2 slots [storage unit] to be equally portioned vertically. The 

complete MS material should be pre-treated, de-rested, passivated and powder coated for uniform thickness of 45-50 

micron of approved shade. 
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02 HOSTEL BED 
1. Size : 74” x 38” 
2. Hostel Bed should be made of CRCA sheet and CRCA pipe. 
3. The frame work should be made of CRCA 25x50mm 18G, with four legs made of 40x40mm CRCA pipe 1.2mm 

thick. Suitably strengthened at corners by MS angle or other appropriate material. 
4. The surface should consists of ISI mark 12mm thick water resistant ply sheet in the metal frame. 
5. The bed should be equipped with a head rest made of square pipe of size 25x25mm, 1.2mm thick, head bent in a 

round shape with MDF board of ISI mark. 
6. Leg 50 cm or 20' [Total height excluding head rest]. 
7. The metallic portion of bed to be powder coated with 45-50 micron thickness 
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NB :-   01. Please provide the sample alongwith the bid. Bid received without sample will be rejected.  

           02. The bid of only those bidder(s) will be opened whose samples are approved by the Institute. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1. The Quotation should be addressed to the Assistant Registrar (S&P), IISER Mohali invariably 

giving on the envelop Reference number with due date and time of submission of quotation. 

 

2. One time importers from China with custom made specifications are highly discouraged. 

3. The quantity mentioned in this inquiry is and shall be deemed to be only approximate and will 

not in any manner be binding on the Institute. 

 

4. The rates offered should be FOR Chandigarh/Mohali in case of firms situated outside 

Chandigarh/Mohali, and free delivery at the Institute premises in case of local firms. Supplier 

outside India please mentions the Ex-works/FOB/FCA/CIF/CIP price clearly. 

 

5. In case of Ex-godown terms the amount of packaging forwarding freight etc should clearly be 

indicated by percentage or lump sum amount. Institute has policy not to make any advance 

payments towards any purchase, Letter of credit can be opened if required. 

 

6. THE INSTITUTE IS EXEMPTED FROM EXCISE AND CUSTOM DUTY. 

 

7. SALES TAX :- This Institute is not exempted from the payment of Sales Tax/Service Tax/VAT.  

The current rate (i.e. percentage of Sales Tax should be clearly indicated included or excluded) 

wherever chargeable. 

 

8. The delivery period should be specifically stated. Earlier delivery will be preferred  

 

9. The firms are requested to give detailed description and specifications together with the detailed 

drawings, printed leaflets and literature of the article quoted.  The name of the manufactures and 

country of manufacture should also invariably be stated. In the absence of these particulars, the 

quotation is liable for rejection. 

 

10. Validity of offer: 90 days. Firm should replace all manufacturing defect parts/ whole item under 

warranty period without any extra cost including clearance, freight, taxes. Security deposit/ 

Bank Performance guarantee for 10 % of the value of supply order as per norms may be sought 

from firms. 

 

11. Late or delayed quotation will not be accepted. 

 

12. The right to reject all or any of the quotation and to split up the requirements or relax any or all 

the above conditions without assigning any reason is reserved. For any corrigendum and 

addendum please regularly visit our website.  

 

 
                  

                            Sd/- 

                  (Mukesh Kumar) 

                       Assistant Registrar (S&P) 
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